
The Great All-Russian Festival 

of Children's and Youth Creativity, including for children with 

disabilities (with international participation)  

Federal state budget cultural institution “Russian center for artistic creation 

development and humanities” invites students and teachers from foreign countries to 

take part in the qualifying (correspondence) round of the federal stage of the Great All-

Russian Festival of Children's and Youth Creativity. 

Registration and acceptance of applications and competition materials of 

foreign participants will be held on the digital platform of the Festival 

https://grandfestival.vcht.center/ from June 01 to June 30, 2023.  

Creative teams and individual participants (including children with disabilities) 

from foreign countries (aged 7 to 17 years) are invited to participate: 

- learners of Russian as a foreign language;  

- students of foreign schools studying Russian;  

- .  

Participants from foreign countries take part in the federal stage of the Festival 

without going through the regional stage and can submit their works to all directions 

of the Festival. 

The organizer of the Festival is the Ministry of Education of the Russian 

Federation. The federal operator of the Festival is Russian center for artistic creation 

development and humanities. Every year more than 550,000 people from 76 regions of 

the Russian Federation and foreign countries take part in the Festival.  

The purpose of the Festival: 

- support and development of children's and youth creativity; 

- aesthetic education and artistic development of children; 

- introducing children to the values of the world culture and art; 

- sociocultural integration of children with special educational needs;  

- formation and development of an accessible barrier-free educational 

environment for children with physical conditions and disabilities. 

Arts directions of the Festival: 

Theatrical; Performing (vocal and instrumental); Choreographic; Movie; 

Animation; Decorative and applied; Fine; Theater of fashion; Literary, including the 

performing skills of readers; Media; Photo; Game Industry: Design; "Collective Book"; 

Technical Design; Original Genre. 

Special nominations dedicated to memorable dates and anniversaries. A special 

nomination for foreign participants: "Literary Translation of a Literary Work", within 

which translations of works by Russian authors that have not previously been translated 

into foreign languages can be submitted. 

Since 2021, within the framework of the artistic directions of the Festival, 

according to certain provisions, the following are held: 

- All-Russian Wheelchair Dance Festival,  

- All-Russian Festival "Like a Flap of a Wing",  

- All-Russian Festival of Inclusive Theaters.  

https://grandfestival.vcht.center/


The final of the Festival will take place in Moscow from October 23 to 

November 05, 2023. 

Registration and submission of applications with competition materials are 

made according to the instructions posted on the Festival platform - 

https://grandfestival.vcht.center/storage/ins_exponent.pdf. 

Responsible specialist of Russian center for artistic creation development and 

humanities: German Alekseevich Korobov, Specialist in Genres of Creativity, +7 (499) 

235-03-72 (ext. 214), korobov-ga@vcht.ru.  
 

https://grandfestival.vcht.center/storage/ins_exponent.pdf

